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Your company has a lot on its plate and little time. And with mountains of content covering 
multiple products, business units, and regions, implementing a new platform to manage RFPs, 
security, and/or due diligence questionnaires might sound like more trouble than it’s worth. 

Moving to smarter RFP management is well worth the effort because of how much faster 
completing responses will become. 

More importantly, it doesn’t have to take long to make the switch—especially if you have 
the right tools and expertise. 

In this guide, we’ll outline the process our onboarding team uses to get enterprises up-and-
running in the Loopio Platform in 30 days or less! 

Plus, we’ll share best practices for change management and answer common FAQs about the 
migration process.

Seamlessly Transition Your 
Enterprise to a Digital RFP Platform
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"Loopio has dramatically increased the efficiency of our teams. 
Working together, using the Library, and not encountering issues with 
version control—it saves us a TON of time." 

Rob Wunder | RFP Team Lead | IBM Watson Health Imaging
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Library Setup: Designing a Structure 
for Your Organization

To have an easy-to-use content Library, you need a solid organizational structure first. In the Loopio 
platform, your Library is primarily built using Stacks and Categories. They put your content into 
intuitive buckets for better searchability.

Here’s what to consider when breaking down Stacks and Categories:

       Selecting Stacks: Managing Access To Knowledge
Stacks sort your product and/or service information into the broadest possible topics. When deciding 
what they should be, think first about who needs to access them. 

You likely have company-wide information everyone needs to access—which make great Stacks. 
However, you likely also have product information that only specific teams or regions use frequently. 
Having both types of Stacks helps users to find the answers they need without accidentally pulling in 
similar-looking information from products or regions they don’t want. 
 

Note: Stacks can also have permissions set up to limit which users can view and find data  
within them. That makes it even easier to show specific users only the information they need.

       Creating Categories: Focus on Your FAQs 
Categories allow you to divide the content within a Stack into clusters of related information. While 
no two Stacks will ever be the same, Categories can repeat across Stacks. It’s best to base Categories 
on key themes or FAQs from the RFPs/questionnaires you respond to, or the high-level buckets into 
which your most common sales documents fall. 

Examples of common Categories include:

 ■ Product Functionality

 ■ Security Information 

 ■ Certifications

 ■ Competitors

 ■ Implementation

Company-wide Stack examples: 

 ■ High-level Company Descriptions

 ■ Information Security 

 ■ Operations Information

Team-specific Stack examples: 

 ■ Product Lines

 ■ Regions

 ■ Business Units
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Categories should be clearly defined but not overly specific. For instance, a Category for 
“Competitors” is better than a single Category for each competitor. 

If needed, Sub-Categories can also be created for further granularity.

Stack Category Sub-Category

Company Information

Location

History

Overview

Legal Policies

Product

Support Feature Requests

Features Dashboards, Reporting

Security Access

Certifications

Privacy Partners

Security

Audit and Compliance

Data Security Data Disposal, Encryption

Identity and Access Management Logs, Monitoring

Incident Management

Infrastructure Hosting

Mobile Security

Physical Security Offices, Data Center

Risk Management Training

"Working with Loopio has really impacted our process for 
managing content in that we now actually have a system in 
which to manage content." 

Christie Fitzgerald | Solutions Consulting Manager | Sprinklr
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Migrating Your Content: Two 
Approaches to Filling Your Library

There are two main approaches for migrating content 
into the Loopio Platform: 

 ■ Importing your existing content before building a Project

 ■ Starting with a Project build and using Projects to build your Library over time 

When to Import Your 
Existing Content First

If you have an idea of what content and/
or documents you want to import into your 
Library, and are confident in the quality and 
accuracy of those documents, you’ll likely 
want to import content before you start a 
response Project. 

Here’s how we’d recommend focusing your 
content import efforts: 

 ■ Import your most recent two to three 
questionnaires

 ■ Import information about the products that 
receive the most RFPs or questionnaires

 ■ Import answers to the most common, 
repetitive questions you receive

When to Build  
Projects First 

If you don’t know what content to use to start 
your Library, or if you aren’t confident that 
your content is accurate or up-to-date, you 
should start your Library by building a Project 
to respond to an RFP or questionnaire (instead 
of importing first).  

This approach works well because, once you 
finish an RFP or questionnaire, our Close Loop 
feature automatically creates new Library 
Entries based on the answers you submitted. 
You’ll only bring in content that’s been 
recently approved and submitted instead of 
potentially importing outdated content via a 
mass upload.

Tip: The most common approach for migrating content into Loopio is by starting with answers 
from your most recent RFP. That helps your team quickly complete similar RFPs and create a 
Library that’s clean and up-to-date. A hybrid approach where you import a key document and 
start building Projects is also advisable.
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Organizational Adoption: Training  
Your Team & Managing Change

After your initial Library setup and content migration, we’ll help devise a training plan to get your 
teams using the Loopio platform that reflects your goals and timelines. 

Only a handful of people across your enterprise will need to create Projects in Loopio. However, you’ll 
likely have lots of occasional Loopio users—subject matter experts who review your content to make 
sure it's accurate, and team members who just need access to the Library to view your content.

No matter your team size, use cases, or timelines, our onboarding team will help you deliver training 
that’s customized to your needs. 

A typical training plan can include: 

 ■ Scheduling a phased rollout for user training based on your timeline.

 ■ Conducting a training webinar for core users.

 ■ Creating reusable resources, such as training videos and best practice guides for your team.  
(Note: We’ll also work with your existing training tools and processes—such as learning systems, 
sales enablement, etc.—to deliver training to new users.)

 ■ Developing a process map to identify the key steps in your response process—including review 
cycles or how you update Library Entries—to establish who should own each step. 

       How to Ensure Faster Team Adoption
To align your teams on your training and roll-out plans, we recommend engaging stakeholders in 
the following ways:

1. First, we’ll help you talk to your key business sponsors, buyers, or leaders to establish alignment 
around training processes and goals across different teams. 

2. Next, we’ll help you engage your influencers and early adopters. Influencers get people into the 
platform; early adopters give you feedback on how to improve training or use the platform.

3. Finally, we’ll work with you to gather feedback from end-users about how they’d like to be trained 
and what they’d like to learn. 

Tip: Post-training, we’ll transition you to your customer success manager. They will 
arrange a timely touchpoint to ensure adoption is going smoothly, and will also help 
you with ongoing optimization of Loopio.
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FAQs About Enterprise-Level  
RFP Library Setup With Loopio

Q: How long does it take to build my Library and train my team? 
 
A: On average, our enterprise customers start using Loopio to respond to RFPs in 30 days or less! 
This timeline can be accelerated by our Professional Services team, who can help with the migration 
and set-up process. (Ask your Sales Rep or Onboarding Manager if you’d like to learn  
more about these services.) Here’s what the onboarding process looks like: 

Q: How much content should I bring into my Loopio Library?  
 
A: You might feel like you need a lot of records initially to have a great content Library, but many  
of our enterprise customers see value with as little as 250 records. We recommend focusing on  
the content that you use the most. You’ll fill out the rest of your Library over time by creating 
Projects and leveraging our Close Loop feature (which will prompt you to update Entries when  
new Projects are completed if a new or updated answer is detected).

Q: What file formats can I use to import my content into the  
Loopio Library? 
 
A: You can upload your content to the Loopio Library using Microsoft Excel and Word documents. 
If you’re migrating your content from another solution, the best way to do it is by exporting your 
content to an Excel document. That makes it easy to upload into Loopio—especially if you include 
your Categories in the sheet. (Just make sure Stacks and Categories are set up in your Library  
before you import.) 

Plan Build Optimize

Kickoff Call 
 

Align on goals  
and objectives

Library Plan 
 

Create a scalable 
Library structure

Library Import 
 

Add your content 
to the Library

Project Build 
 

Build your first 
Project with us

Invite Users 
 

Train your team 
(with our help)

CSM Handoff 
 

Meet your Customer 
Success Manager
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Q. Should I clean up the content before bringing it in, or bring it in 
and then clean it up? 
 
A: If you prioritize bringing in only your most recently updated content, you don’t need to do a 
cleanup beforehand. If you decide to do a mass upload and aren’t sure of your content’s accuracy, 
you can request that subject matter experts review the content after importing through Loopio.  
This way, the cleanup happens in the platform. (Bonus: your users will start to get familiar with  
how Loopio works.) 

Q. How do I ensure the formatting is correct when we eventually 
export a Project? 
 
A: As part of your Loopio subscription, our Professional Services team will coach you through how 
to set up content styles—fonts, logos, etc.—so all of your responses match your branding when you 
export them.

Q. How should I structure an Enterprise-Level Library? 
 
A: We suggest building your Library using Stacks that are based on product and/or region. 
However, our team will advise you on Library structure based on your specific needs.

Q. What happens if I input a Library Entry incorrectly? 
 
A: Don’t worry if you make a mistake. It’s really easy to move a Library Entry if you place it in  
the wrong Category, or delete an Entry that’s incorrect.

"One of the main aspects that we love about Loopio is the 
idea that it’s not just transactional, it’s really a partnership. 
They’re really there for us whether we have a customer 
service issue or need help with best practices."

Adam McHenry | Senior Presales Consultant | SimCorp

Tip: We can help you identify which internal subject matter experts you should consult 
(sales enablement, legal, infosec, etc.) to figure out what content you need to migrate 
to your Library. If you don’t have the people power available internally to migrate your 
content, our Professional Services team can help speed up the process. (Ask your Sales 
Rep or Onboarding Manager to learn more.) 
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Ongoing Optimization of  
Your Loopio Content Library

1. Establish automated review cycles with schedules and  
notifications to make sure the right people are regularly  
reviewing and updating content.  

2. Anytime you complete a new RFP or questionnaire, remember  
to review the Close Loop prompt, which will ask you if you’d like  
to feed new or updated responses back into your Library. 

3. Regularly review Loopio’s Freshness Scores to assess how up  
to date your content is based on the last time it was reviewed. 

4. Run a search on the Library Duplicates page to identify potential 
content duplicates you may want to delete from your Library. 

5. Analyze your Library Usage Report to see what content is used the 
most so you can focus your maintenance efforts on those Categories. 

Now that you’re quickly responding to RFPs and questionnaires in Loopio, you might 
wonder how you’ll maintain your Library going forward. 

Loopio was designed to keep your content fresh. The more you use the platform, the 
better your Library gets. 

Here are five ways you can use Loopio features to keep your Library updated: 

About Loopio
Loopio is a Toronto-based technology company that helps enterprises supercharge their responses 
to RFPs, DDQs, and Security Questionnaires. With the Loopio Platform, companies can empower 
their teams to respond faster, improve response quality, and ultimately win more business. 




